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Left: Bear, standing
(maplewood, natural
finish) by Franco
Comploj

Lace-making at
La Perla, Burano
Every last detail is
created by hand
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Ancient craft traditions are an integral
part of Italy’s heritage, but today’s
artisans face fierce competition from
a world of mass-produced convenience
and the preservation of these crafts is
more important than ever
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La Perla Gallery on
the island of Burano
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ntial
creative heritage in
to its
labyrinthine streets,
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artistic ethos spills
out onto the
islands of its lagoon,
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a centre of lace-mak
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the Tudors.
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at still create handm
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the Bon family, wh
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d its relevance toda
y.

Exquisite lace examples at
La Perla Gallery, Burano
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This image: Finished
statue being packaged
at Franco Comploj

Right: Our Lady of
Lourdes in maplewood
by Franco Comploj

rom exquisite glass creations in Murano
to handcrafted Florentine footwear,
each part of Italy has its own unique
heritage of artisanal techniques – crafts
that have been passed down through
the generations and which have helped shape the
communities in which they are practised. Such
skills often go back hundreds of years, but today
many are struggling to maintain their relevance in
a society where convenience and low-cost are prized
above craftsmanship and beauty.
However, a fresh appreciation for the value of
traditional craftsmanship is growing, and people
like Eleonora Odorizzi are part of this movement.
She is the co-founder of Italian Stories, which
connects travellers with artisans through workshops,
demonstrations and tours, and believes that not only
is it vital to preserve traditional skills, but that they
are also a fantastic way to connect with an area.
“These workshops are wonderful places, full of
curiosities, often linked to local production and the
economic history of the area in which they evolved,”
she says. “And being able to visit the spaces where
the craftsmen work is an unmissable experience.”
This is such an inspiring way to experience Italy
as a traveller – and while the country has countless
creative traditions to celebrate, here are ten
destinations to explore from the north to the south
of Italy, and the crafts for which they are famous.
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Carver at work at
Franco Comploj
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Daniele Tonarelli has
been a Master Violin
Maker since 1997
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s the ‘Cradle of the
Renaissance’, this city is
famous for many creative
pursuits, some of them still
practised here today. One of the
most spectacular is the art of paper
marbling, or marmorizzazione.
Although it is thought to have
originated in East Asia, the technique
was adopted
here in the 16th century and workshop
s still flourish
in the city, and marbled stationery and
other items
make beautiful souvenirs.
“For sure we [in Florence] contributed
to developing
this tradition,” says Maria Giannini of
artisan workshop
Giulio Giannini (www.giuliogiannini.com
), which
opened in 1856 as a bookbinders and toda
y continues
the city’s paper marbling tradition. “Bec
ause we
still practise it, this technique of decoratin
g paper is
nowadays recognised as ‘Florentine pape
r’. Like any
other craft, it is an expression of our cult
ure, and it
brings beauty into our lives.” Giulio Gian
nini also
offers demonstrations and workshops,
a wonderful,
authentic experience to complete any Flor
entine trip.

Beautiful marbled
papers at Giulio
Giannini, Florence
Giulio Giannini hold
workshops where you
can try paper marbling
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Mosaics with Miranda

The art of handcrafting jewellery at
Vendorafa in Valenza

From mosaics with Miranda in Lazio to
crafting jewellery with Roberta in Puglia, there
are a multitude of unique opportunities to
choose from. Keeping Italy’s ancient crafts
alive is vital to retaining those links to
its cultural past, and learning more about
these techniques makes for an unforgettable
travel experience. Make time on your next
Italian trip to explore the local crafts – you
certainly won’t regret it!

➤ More info: www.italianstories.it
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Daniele Tonarelli at
work in his Cremona
workshop

Paper Marbling
F
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Above: The Dune Cuff, an iconic
piece, entirely hand-hammered.
Inspired by the dunes of Dubai and
handcrafted in 18k yellow gold
and round brilliant diamonds. By
Vendorafa (www.vendorafa.net)
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Cremona

For a better understanding of any traditional
craft, there’s nothing like direct experience,
and wherever you’re staying there’s likely to
be an artisan happy to share their craft with
you in person. The advent of online platforms
like Italian Stories makes it easier than ever to
share the skills of craftspeople across Italy.
“This new kind of travel opportunity
enables tourists to connect with Italian
artisans face to face, and also lets artisans
share their skills and passions” explains
co-founder Eleonora Odorizzi. “The objective
of Italian Stories is not only to preserve the
craftsman’s knowhow, but also to create a
new relationship between manufacturing,
craftsmanship and tourism, centred around
face-to-face meetings between real people.”
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➤ THE MURANO GLASS MUSEUM

Skilled artistry at Grazia
Maioliche in Deruta

Fondamenta Giustinian 8, 30141 Murano, Veneto
www.museovetro.visitmuve.it
The largest historical collection of Murano glass
in the world, including world-famous pieces, plus
an in-depth history of the craft.

➤ MONTAPPONE HAT MUSEUM

Piazza Roma, 5, 63835 Montappone, Le Marche
www.museodelcappellomontappone.it
A museum celebrating the history and culture of
the traditional craft of straw hats, which have been
manufactured in the town for hundreds of years.

These tiny baskets
of produce look good
enough to eat!

➤ AMALFI PAPER MUSEUM

Via delle Cartiere, 23, 84011 Amalfi, Campania
www.amalfipapermuseum.com
Discover the history of handmade paper – and
Amalfi’s role in its production – at this atmospheric
museum set inside an ancient paper mill.
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Deruta’s majolica
production goes back
to the Middle Ages
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Via Santa Maria, 1, 86070 Scapoli, Molise
www.museodellazampogna.it
Dedicated to the artisan traditions of the zampogna
(bagpipe) for which Scapoli is famous, this museum
has examples from Italy and around the world.
Castello Sforzesco, 27029 Vigevano, Lombardy
www.museocalzaturavigevano.it
The art of shoemaking in Vigevano is thought
to go back to the 14th century, and this museum
tells the story of the town through the evolution
of its most famous product.

Vittorio Piscitelli
with knives he has
made, Frosolone
A finely honed
Frosolone blade

Expertly crafted,
these figures have
a dynamic quality
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➤ INTERNATIONAL BAGPIPE MUSEUM

➤ INTERNATIONAL FOOTWEAR MUSEUM

ight off the beaten track,
tucked away in the littlevisited region of Molise,
you’ll find a town famed for its
handcrafted steelworks. Frosolone has
been a centre of excellence for cutting
implements like knives and scissors
for many years – once the whole
region was a hub for the production of
these items, and
now this pretty town remains the only
place in the area
that still plays host to factories and work
shops that
forge all kinds of blades and cutting tool
s.
Frosolone is a beautiful place to visit in
its own
right, and as well as the workshops selli
ng the locally
made knives and the like, you can also
visit the Museo
dei Ferri Taglienti (Museum of Cutting
Tools) for a
complete picture of the craft for which
the town is
known. A ‘Market-Exhibition’ of Knives
and Scissors
is held in Frosolone each August too, mak
ing this a
particularly good time of year to visit
and buy one of
this unassuming town’s world-class prod
ucts.
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Learn about Italy’s creative traditions through
the museums dedicated to them – here are some
artisanal highlights:

Ceramics by Grazia
Maioliche in the ‘Deruta
County fondo giallo’ range

Vittorio Piscitelli
is a traditional
ironworker in
Frosolone
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MUSEUMS TO VISIT
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Basket Weaving
C
astelsardo, Sardinia

A

lthough basket weaving is
a craft that takes place in
various Sardinian towns,
Castelsardo is the one that also plays
host to the Museo dell’Intreccio
Mediterraneo – the Museum of
Mediterranean Weaving (www.
mimcastelsardo.it), so it’s a great
destination for learning more about this
ancient craft.
Besides the plethora of information and
examples that
can be found in the museum you’ll find
evidence of this
craft throughout the town’s streets – from
the baskets
that hang outside local shops to the craft
swomen
who still weave baskets using the tech
niques passed
down through the generations, using the
traditional
materials of the area. For Castelsardo thes
e include
rushes, grain or dwarf palm, while weav
ers in other
parts of the island work with different
materials, and
the shapes and styles of baskets also vary
depending on
the location – a contrast you’ll notice if
you’re travelling
around different parts of Sardinia.

Colourful baskets
of Castelsardo
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Cartapesta
model, Lecce
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Basket being hand
crafted in Sardinia
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